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Overview

• Autonomous Vehicle Demonstration

• Innovation Council

• Community Connections
Thinking beyond the car
Phase I – MnROAD Testing
Phase II - Super Bowl Showcase
• FHWA construct – part of “Every Day Counts” initiative

• Small amount of operating funds

• Public/Private coordination

• State led initiative
ULI Recommendations

• Make infrastructure development ready
• Connect communities to improve “health”
  • Economic/Housing opportunity
  • Build for future growth
• Create task force to form public private partnership organization
• Further study…
• Make I-94 a showcase for innovation, design, architecture and art
Community Connections

Spectrum of Approaches

• Local Examples
  • Minnehaha Parkway over Hiawatha
  • Leif Erickson Park
  • Lowry Tunnel

• Columbus, OH - Long Street, Union Station

• Seattle, WA

• Dallas – Klyde Warren Park

• Boston, MA – Prudential, Copley, Central Artery/Tunnel project
Community Connections

- Partners
  - Funding
  - Development
  - Political & Community

- Advances Community Goal (Equity, Green Space, Development...)

- Maintenance & Operation